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338.    The  causes  of magnetism  have been assumed to be inside the earth.    If there are any external causes, their effects, could be represented by including some terms of the first series; in  (1).    If the  causes were wholly external  to  the  earth  the-. potential would be represented solely by the first series in (1).. The vertical force would then be — 'ZnYn/a instead of S (n + 1) Zn/a. Since the observed vertical force does closely satisfy the latter-of these two very different expressions Gauss considers it proved that only a small part of the terrestrial magnetic force can be due-to causes external to the earth.    This argument does not apply to the periodical changes of the needle which have not been. considered by Gauss.                                                                   .
339.    Poisson's theorem.    To investigate a general formula-for the potential of a magnetic body.   We resolve the intensity / into three components A—I\ B — Ip,, G=Iv.    Let us find the potential due to the first of these.   Let QQ'= dx be an element of a column LM parallel to x (figure of Art. 222).    Let QP = r and let Q'n be perpendicular to QP, then Qn = — dr and cosPQQ'==—dr/d#. The potential of the column at P is then
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and the potential of the whole magnetic body at P is
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Following the same reasoning as in Green's theorem (Art. 149) we put this into the form
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where dS is an element of the boundary and dv of the volume of the magnetic body.
It follows from this equation that the magnetic potential at P is the same as that of a quantity of matter distributed partly internally and partly superficially. The volume density p of the internal distribution, and the surface density a- of the superficial
distribution, are
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Here i is the angle the direction of magnetisation at any point of the surface makes with the outward normal at that point. R. s.   n.                                                                      12

